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TRADITIONAL PLANNING APPROACH



Traditional planning process: ‘Predict and Act’

What would be 
the future?

What is the best 
decision according 

to our future 
scenario?

To what extend our 
decision depends on 

our forecast?

This method is not effective when facing uncertainty and/or we have different views from decision makers and 
stakeholders. 



Year 2000?Forecasting in 1900….



Another	example	of	the	challenges	of	forecasting

Gross national product (trillions of 1958 dollars)



Traditional planning approach

Engineers determine solutions which minimize 
costs 

What happens when shocks? 
Climate change? 

Social equity? 
The environment?

Traditional planning leads to fragile solutions



Uncertainty and climate



The challenge of planning 

Project 
Oversized

Project 
Undersized



GCMs: To use or not to use? That is not the question…..

Perhaps they should be 
used differently. The GCM 
outputs should supplement 
and inform the predictions 

from hydrologic models 
rather than drive the 
hydrologic models”



And climate is only one source of uncertainty. We have many others



ROBUST DECISION MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY



Robust Decision Making (RDM) methods ask: What are the limitations of our 
plans and investments and how can we improve them?



Motivations for a Robustness-Based Approach

We don’t try to guess what the future conditions will be, we try to be robust and flexible



Addressing uncertainties



Addressing uncertainties



The need to incorporate other metrics

What would  we like to know:

-how often and 

-how bad the system fails, 

-and if it fails how can it recover?  

-How is the performance under multiple 
plausible future climate states?


• Reliability = number of failures

• Vulnerability ~ maximum damage 

• Resilience ~ recovery

• Sustainability ~ trend in performance

• Robustness = project performance over 

plausible climate range




An example: Cutzamala System



Significant challenges in the Valley of Mexico

By 2025, the percent of Mexico City’s population with access to acceptable quality of water 
service is projected to decrease from 82% to 28%. 

▪Equity and inclusivity are major 
issues; water scarcity and 
shortages are borne 
disproportionately by the poor. 

▪Urban flooding and storm water 
management are a chronic 
problem. 

▪The system is highly vulnerable 
to earthquakes and slow to 
recover 

▪Overexploitation of the aquifer is 
currently estimated at double the 
recharge rate, 

▪Subsidence in the city ranges from 4 to 
26 cm per year, depending on part of 
city

▪Losses in the distribution system are 
estimated to be 42% of the total water 
supplied to the city (this includes water not 
accounted for, illegal capture and leakages). 



Collaborative modeling framework 



Some results: comparing investments

•Current system is very vulnerable to climate 
change. 

•The system can be substantially improved 
through reoperation of current infrastructure 
as well investment in connectivity within the 
systems.  

•Evaluation of options in relation to resilience 
metrics helps to produce solutions that will be 
robust to multiple futures. 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Tradeoff comparison of investments across multiple objectives



5 KEY TAKEAWAYS



5 Key Takeaways

• Facing a new reality with multiple challenges. Need to move for risk and probabilities to 
embracing uncertainty 

• Climate change is an aggravating factor that cannot be analyzed in isolation from other 
factors 

• Traditional planning and investment design processes and methods are not sufficient  
• Different approaches exist and have been applied for over a decade and help to 

mitigate the perfect storm 
• Approaches need to be bottom up and with the participation of key stakeholders 
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